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Abstract
Software process data gathered from bug tracking databases and version control system log files are a
very valuable source to analyze the evolution and history of a project or predict its future. These data are
used for instance to predict defects, gather insight into a project's life-cycle, and additional tasks. In this
paper we survey five open source projects and one closed source project in order to provide a deeper
insight into the quality and characteristics of these often-used process data. Specifically, we first define
quality and characteristics measures, which allow us to compare the quality and characteristics of the
data gathered for different projects. We then compute the measures and discuss the issues arising from
these observation. We show that there are vast differences between the projects, particularly with respect
to the quality in the link rate between bugs and commits.
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ABSTRACT
Software process data gathered from bug tracking databases
and version control system log files are a very valuable source
to analyze the evolution and history of a project or predict
its future. These data are used for instance to predict de-
fects, gather insight into a project’s life-cycle, and additional
tasks. In this paper we survey five open source projects and
one closed source project in order to provide a deeper insight
into the quality and characteristics of these often-used pro-
cess data. Specifically, we first define quality and character-
istics measures, which allow us to compare the quality and
characteristics of the data gathered for different projects.
We then compute the measures and discuss the issues aris-
ing from these observation. We show that there are vast
differences between the projects, particularly with respect
to the quality in the link rate between bugs and commits.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.8 [Software Engineering]: Metrics; D.2.7 [Software
Engineering]: Distribution, Maintenance, and Enhance-
ment
General Terms
Documentation, Measurement
Keywords
Data quality, data characteristics, open source, closed source,
case study, bug tracker, version control system
1. INTRODUCTION
Predicting the location and number of future or hidden
bugs is one of the challenges in current software engineer-
ing research. Project managers could use such predictions
to identify the critical parts of a system, limit the gravity
of their impact, and facilitate a better planning of testing
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and engineering efforts (see [7]) and, therefore are valuable
information. Typically, these bug prediction efforts (e.g., [7,
25, 16, 23]) base on software engineering process data like
bug reports (extracted bug tracker databases), change logs
(e.g., version control system log files), and the links between
these two data sources. However, bug prediction is only an
application example that uses such process data. There are
other areas for which this data of equal importance.
Unfortunately, little information is available on the quality
and the characteristics of these data. Furthermore, given
the availability of open source process data, many papers
focus on developing and testing approaches and algorithms
based on open source software (OSS). Consequently, it is
unclear how well these approaches and algorithms general-
ize to closed source software (CSS) projects or even between
open source projects. In particular, differences in the soft-
ware engineering process – the matter of testing, developer
motivation/incentives, and quality assurance – leads us to
be careful with assumptions about the applicability of OSS
methods for CSS.
In [4] we already described the problem of poor data quality
and its consequences in the Eclipse IDE Project1. In this
paper we extend our investigation to survey the quality and
characteristics of process data by (i) introducing a number
of software process quality and characteristics measures and
(ii) comparing those measures across six open and closed
source software projects.
For our research, we use the process data of several OSS
projects and one CSS project to obtain a historical view on
the quality and characteristics of the project’s process data.
In Section 2 we therefore shortly introduce the sources of
this software process data.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Sec-
tion 3 succinctly introduces the newly defined software pro-
cess quality and characteristics measures. Section 4 de-
scribes our used data sets, which is followed by an in-depth
discussion of the introduced quality and characteristics mea-
sures in the context of five OSS projects and one CSS project.
Section 6 discusses the related work and leads to the future
work. We close this paper with the conclusion of our work.
2. SOFTWARE ENGINEERING PROCESS
DATA
In general, software projects make use of a software de-
veloping process. In most cases this process is supported
by tools such as an Integrated Development Environment
1http://www.eclipse.org/
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(IDE), a software repository used as version control system,
and a bug tracking database for maintenance purposes.
Because these systems store data during the process, they
are valuable sources of information to the evolution and his-
tory of a software project / system. The combination of
these information sources (e.g., the bug tracking database
and the version control system) provides even more valu-
able information about the process history.
For a better understanding of the following sections, we
shortly introduce the software engineering process data sour-
ces. Additionally, we depict the relevant data for our re-
search and define the concept of “fixed” bug reports in this
context.
2.1 Process Data Sources
Modern software project management systems like Jazz2
or Telelogic Synergy3 provide full (or at least partially full)
functionality needed to develop and maintain a software
product in one single system (e.g., a version control system
and a bug tracking database). Additionally, these systems
often only allow a change on the source code in combination
with a task, which can be a bug that should be fixed (i.e.,
a bug report), a new feature (i.e., existing feature request),
or another task. As a result the process data generated by
these systems is well-integrated as far as these systems are
used properly (e.g., no changes linked to empty work items).
Figure 1: Process Data Sources (stand-alone sys-
tems)
Unfortunately, these mostly commercial systems are not wi-
dely-used in current software projects and other systems are
used to support the development and maintenance of a soft-
ware product. Stand-alone systems such as bug tracking
databases and version control systems are often used espe-
cially in OSS projects, whereas the data integration of these
systems is not automatic but has to be maintained manually
by the developers (see Figure 1). Conscientious developers,
for instance, refer to a given bug report in the bug tracking
database by typing the bug number in the commit message
of the version control system. They mostly do this without
any formal guidelines on how to do so (or do not obey these).
2http://www-01.ibm.com/software/rational/
jazz/
3http://www.telelogic.com/products/synergy/
Considering these systems in more detail, Bugzilla4 and Is-
sueZilla5 are very popular bug tracking databases and widely
used in CSS and OSS projects. The Concurrent Versions
System6 (CVS) and Subversion7 (SVN) are often-used ver-
sion control systems. In Section 4.2 we show how we pre-
pared the data for our research provided by these systems.
Note that a bug tracking database is often not only used
to track bugs but as well for handling feature requests. For
more details on the process data sources and the used sys-
tems see [5].
Additionally, we should keep in mind that not all bugs are
recorded in a bug tracking database as described by Williams
and Hollingsworth in [26].
2.2 Relevant Bug Reports
In open source projects the bug reports maintained by bug
tracking databases are usually accessible to everyone (except
of security relevant bug reports). In some cases a registra-
tion is needed, but there are typically no limitations on who
is allowed to report a bug. As a result the quality of these
data can vary as the databases can contain spam bug re-
ports, duplicates, as well as feature requests camouflaged as
reported bugs (see [8] for more information about the quality
of bug reports). To determine for instance the rate at which
bug reports of a certain project are linked to the commit log
files, we have to find a definition for “fixed” bug reports,
which we define as bug reports that have at least one asso-
ciated fixing activity within the considered time period. We
observe a fixing activity whenever a reported bug had its
status changed to “fixed” at least once in its history. This
change of status indicates that some developer performed
some activity at some time to fix the reported bug.
3. PROCESS DATA MEASURES
Software engineering process data is a valuable source of
information regarding the history and evolution of a soft-
ware project. Furthermore, this data represents the process
of a software project and allows promising research.
Although this data is often used in current research, little
information is available about the quality and the charac-
teristics of these data.
In order to overcome this knowledge gap, we specified sev-
eral process data quality and characteristics measures. The
quality measures indicate the data quality and their con-
sequences on applications, which base on such data (e.g.,
whether newly developed algorithms and results from other
projects are re-usable). The characteristics measures, on the
other hand, indicate the characteristics of a project. Based
on such characteristics, applications can be parameterized.
Often, these characteristics are also indicators of some kind
of data quality and allow a process comparison of software
projects.
4http://www.bugzilla.org/
5IssueZilla is no longer available online.
6http://www.nongnu.org/cvs/
7http://subversion.tigris.org/
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Based on the data source, the measures can be divided into
three categories:
1. Quality and data characteristics of the bug tracking
database
2. Quality and data characteristics of the commit log file
3. Quality and data characteristics in the combination of
these data sources
In the following subsections we present the measures in more
detail.
3.1 Data Quality Measures
Evaluating the quality of a software system normally bases
on quality measures such as the number of bugs related to
lines of code (see [17, 20, 6, 22, 11, 21]). These software
quality measures, however, do not take the quality of pro-
cess data into account.
Supplementary, we defined a number of metrics, which de-
scribe the quality of the underlying process data.
The bug-tracking quality measures (Table 1 – top) focus on
the fraction of bug reports that are “fixed”, duplicate, or
unreproducible (works for the developer). The change log
quality measures (Table 1 – center) enumerate the fraction
of empty and linked commit messages. The combined qual-
ity measures (Table 1 – bottom) report on the fraction of
linked bug reports and “fixed” bug reports. We define and
discuss each measure extensively in the referenced table (see
Table 1; note that “#” in the Table stands for “number of”).
Given that these measures are all normalized, they provide a
good basis for the direct data quality comparison of different
software projects.
3.2 Data Characteristics Measures
Usually, projects are classified based on simple statistic
measures such as the number of reported bugs (see Sec-
tion 4.1). With our data characteristics measures we com-
bine the data sources and get a deeper insight into the
characteristics of a software project and the resulting con-
sequences (e.g., whether newly developed algorithms and
results from other projects are re-usable).
The bug-tracking characteristics measures (Table 2 – top) fo-
cus on the average number of status changes, comments and
attachments per bug report. They also include the number
of bugs reported per bug reporter. The change log charac-
teristics measure (Table 2 – center) enumerate the average
length of the commit messages. The combined character-
istics measures (Table 2 – bottom) report on the average
number of bug status changes, number of bug reporters, bug
reports, “fixed” bug reports, and commits per developer; the
average number of commits per bug report and “fixed” bug
reports; as well as the average number of bug report links per
linked bug reports. Again, we define and discuss each mea-
sure extensively in the referenced table (see Table 2; again,
the “#” in the Table stands for “number of”).
As with the data quality measures, all of these measures are
normalized, and thus, provide a good basis for the direct
comparison of different software projects.
4. CASE STUDY – SOFTWARE PROJECT
DATA
The basis for our research is the software engineering pro-
cess data of six software projects. For each project we ex-
tracted the CVS or SVN log files, the content of the bug
tracker databases, and then linked them in a procedure com-
parable to Fischer et al. [5]. In this Section we first intro-
duce the projects chosen and then briefly describe how we
prepared the data for our study.
4.1 Used Software Projects
We analyzed five open source project and one closed source
project: Apache HTTPD, Eclipse, GNOME, NetBeans,
OpenOffice (all OSS) and a Banking System of the Zurich
Cantonal Bank (called BSZKB, CSS). We chose those pro-
jects due to their long development history with a lot of
process data to limit censoring effects (i.e., wrong links due
to the time-boundaries considered8) in order to gain stability
in the reporting practices. Many of the open source projects
were used by other research projects (e.g., for bug predic-
tion research). Hence, it is interesting to see what quality
and characteristics the respective process data provides in
comparison to each other and to the closed source project.
Table 3 lists some basic software process statistics for each of
the projects. It also shows the time-periods we considered,
which were defined by the longest period of time for which
we were able to obtain data. Wherever possible, we obtained
all the available data for a whole project/community, except
for Apache, where we focused on the Apache HTTPD Server
project.
The BSZKB project is a medium-scale banking software sys-
tem with many users and various releases over many years.
Due to security and confidentiality considerations we are not
allowed to publish more information about this project.
4.2 Process Data Preparation
To calculate our quality and characteristics measures we
needed to obtain the process data from the source systems
(see Section 2.1) and prepared them for our needs. We de-
cided to store all the process data in a relational database
system which allows us to calculate the measures easily, be-
cause we can extract, combine and select the data in every
desired format.
The detailed procedure to retrieve, convert and link the pro-
cess data is shown in [5]. In the following, we limit ourself
to a succinct overview.
4.2.1 Data Retrieval
First, we have to extract the data from the source systems,
having at least read-only access to these systems. Therefore,
we can simply fetch the log-file from the version control sys-
tem. The procedure to get the process data from bug track-
ing database needs more attention. In the optimal case, we
can directly access the underlying database and perform a
database dump operation. More complicated is the data re-
trieval if we do not have access to the underlying database,
where we have to receive the data from the web interface
by fetching and parsing all provided data files (XML and/or
HTML).
8See [5] for a full discussion
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Table 1: Process data quality measures (extract)
Quality measure Description
#fixed bug reports / #bug reports Rate of fixed bug reports
For the linking of a transactional log file with a bug tracking database, only bugs with at
least one fixing activity are interesting (see [25]). Therefore, this rate represents the
usefulness of information in the bug tracking database.
#duplicate bug reports / #bug reports Rate of duplicate bug reports (all bug reports)
Duplicates occur especially in projects with a large user community and a lot of
unexperienced bug reporters. E.g., Bug reporters are unable to find similar bug reports
due to missing search skills, or are incurious to find a similar bug report. Thus, much
more time is needed to assign bug reports to developers and identifying/eliminating
duplicates (see [2, 15, 19]). Assigning duplicates to different developers is a waste of
time, as more than one developer tries to fix the same bug without knowing about the
other’s doing. On the other hand, note that the additional information provided by
duplicates also can help to resolve bugs quicker, as described by Bettenburg et al.
(see [10]).
#works-for-me & invalid bug reports /
#bug reports
Rate of works-for-me & invalid bug reports (all bug reports)
Bug reports which could not reproduced by the developer and for which, based on the
bug description, no error was found, get the status works-for-me or invalid. Probably, the
user had a user-system specific error (side effect bug) or the description was too bad to
understand. Nevertheless, such bug reports cost much time and are therefore undesired.
#empty commit messages /
#commit messages
Rate of empty commit messages
Source code changes should be traceable and justified. Empty messages contain little
information and are therefore undesired. The more empty messages exist, the more
information is lost. Therefore, this value should be as low as possible.
#commit messages with bug report
links / #commit messages (w/o empty)
Rate of commit messages with bug report links (w/o empty)
Source code changes should be traceable and justified (i.e., the reason for the change
should be discernible). Possible justifications are a bug fixing activity or the
implementation of a new feature. Referring a bug report by its bug report number is one
of the possible ways to justify a commit. Therefore, the higher this rate, the more source
code changes are motivated by a bug report (and are therefore justified).
#linked bug reports / #bug reports Rate of linked bug reports (all bug reports)
The rate of linked bug reports is one of the most important quality measures. It shows
how well a bug tracking database is linked in the commit log file. A poor link rate
induces a poor data basis for, e.g., bug prediction research (which base on the commit
log file) (see [13, 25, 4]).
#linked bug reports /
#fixed bug reports
Rate of linked bug reports (only fixed bug reports)
The rate of linked bug reports is one of the most important quality measures. It
measures how well a bug tracking database is linked in the commit log file. A poor link
rate induces a poor data basis for, e.g., bug prediction research (which base on the
commit log file) (see [13, 25, 4]).
In addition, we have to take care of receiving consistent data
from the bug tracking database and the version control sys-
tem. Often there are many different projects in a bug track-
ing database (e.g., in Eclipse). Therefore, we have to obtain
only the relevant data from each data source.
4.2.2 Data Conversion
In our research, we are interested in the data that re-
flects the software engineering processes. Therefore, we need
to obtain a process-oriented (or in other words transaction-
oriented) view of the data that maintains its temporal flow.
Luckily, bug tracking databases such as Bugzilla or IssueZilla
provide the data in this form. Analyzing the change logs can
be a bit more complicated.
SVN has a transactional change log file, which only needs
to be condensed. CVS, in contrast, maintains a file-level
change log, which does not enable a transactional view on
the data per default. Thus, the transactions need to be re-
constructed.
4.2.3 Linking the Data Sources
As already mentioned in Section 2.1, the bug tracking
database and the version control system are not integrated.
Therefore, the integration has to be established by scanning
through the commit messages for valid bug report numbers
(see [14]), for example.
We enhanced this procedure as described in [5] by relax-
ing the bug number matching requirement and adding a
time-window based verification. In other words, the process
tries to match numbers used in commit/transaction mes-
sages with bug numbers. For all positive matches it then
establishes whether the corresponding status of the bug re-
port was changed to “fixed” in the period of 7 days before
or 7 days after the relevant commit – a time period that
seemed optimal for the projects we investigated (see [5] for
more details).
The result is a better linking rate (e.g., 43.7% compared to
24.3% for Eclipse9).
9Based on the data set provided on http://www.st.cs.
uni-saarland.de/softevo/bug-data/eclipse/
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Table 2: Process data characteristics measures (extract)
Characteristics measure Description
#bug report status changes /
#bug reports
Average status changes per bug report
Status changes in bug reports are a good indicator for the degree of collaboration and the
existence of a defined process for bug handling (see [15]). In most projects a status model defines
which states a bug report has to pass through. E.g., each bug report should have at least three
status changes: (New – Resolved[Fixed] – Verified – Closed).
#bug report comments /
#bug reports
Average comments per bug report
The number of comments is a good indicator for the activity of a community, but can also be a
signal for an unclear bug description (see [2, 15]). Bug reports with a lot of comments should
therefore be analyzed precisely.
#bug report attachments /
#bug reports
Average attachments per bug report
The number of attachments is an indicator to the kind of project (e.g., existence of a GUI,
middle-ware, etc.). Anyway, screen shots or code snippets can be very helpful for a developer to fix
a bug. Therefore, attachments are a positive sign for a good bug report (see [9, 2, 15]).
#bug reports / #bug
reporters
Average bug reports per bug reporter
The more bugs a user reports, the higher typically the quality of reports due to learning effects:
With every additional report, the user is faster, more precise, and knows better which information
the developers need to fix a bug. Better bug reports allow efficient bug fixing (see [8]). Therefore,
the higher this value, the faster bugs can usually be fixed. This value also indicates the way of
testing. Is there a professional testing team or has the project a beta-testing approach with
end-users.
sum of all message lengths /
#commit messages (w/o
empty)
Average length of commit messages (w/o empty)
Commit messages should contain the reason for the commit (e.g., commit due to a bug fix). Very
large messages in average are an indicator for much useless information in the commit messages
(e.g., the committed source code changes). This has a similar consequence as an empty message
(the message contains little information and is therefore undesired).
#bug report status changers /
#developers
Average number of bug report status changers per developer
The relation of status changers and developers shows how open the access to the bug tracking
database is defied. In the ideal case, a developer fixes a bug and marks the bug report as fixed.
Later, someone re-checks the bug and, finally, someone closes the bug report. In this case, a
maximum of three different people touch the bug report. Because bug reports sometimes have to
be reopened or re-tested again, some additional status changes might be needed. Thus, it is
possible, that more people touch a bug report.
#bug reporters / #developers Average bug reporters per developer
The larger a user community, the more reporters exist in relation to developers. A higher value
isn’t a bad indicator per se. But the fewer reporters in relation to the developers, the higher the
chance for the developers to give personal feedback for poor bug reports. Consequently, small user
communities can profit from personal relations between users and developers, which in turn may
lead to efficient defect handling.
#bug reports / #developers Average bug reports per developer
The more bug reports a developer has touched, the higher his experience. And experienced
developers are very valuable for a project. Therefore, this value is also an indicator for the
experience mixture in a developer community.
#fixed bug reports /
#developers
Average fixed bug reports per developer
The more bug reports a developer has fixed, the higher his experience. Hence, this measure is also
an indicator for the experience mixture of the developers of a project.
#bug report links /
#linked bug reports
Average bug report links per linked bug report
With this value, we evaluate how often a bug report was linked in the commit log. Of course a bug
report can be linked more than once, especially when it was reopened. Nevertheless, high values of
this measure indicate a tricky bug or a curious behavior of the developers (e.g., end-of-day
commits for backup purposes; Section 5.1)
#commits / #bug reports Average commits per bug report (all bug reports)
The relation of commits and bug reports offers an indication of how much a project is driven by
bug fixes in relation to new feature development. The lower this value, the higher the importance
of bug reports. Unfortunately, end-of-day commits (see Section 5.1) falsify the information of this
value.
#commits / #fixed bug
reports
Average commits per bug report (only fixed bug reports)
The relation of commits and fixed bug reports offers an indication of how much a project is driven
by bug fixes in relation to new feature development. The lower this value, the higher the
importance of bug reports. Again, end-of-day commits (see Section 5.1) falsify the information of
this value.
#commits / #developers Average commits per developer
This value shows us the relation of commits and developers. Indirectly, this can indicate the
average experience of the developers.
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Table 3: Details of software projects investigated (“#” = number of)
Apache
HTTPD
Eclipse GNOME NetBeans OpenOffice BSZKB
considered time period 2002-03-18
to
2008-04-30
2001-10-11
to
2008-02-29
2000-05-18
to
2008-09-30
2000-06-05
to
2008-04-30
2000-10-21
to
2008-04-30
2005-03-18
to
2008-02-29
# entries in the bug database 4 997 215 298 492 107 127 421 88 837 7 843
# fixed bug reports
(satisfying our definition from Section 2.2)
1 439 112 309 113 303 66 786 34 586 4 449
# bug report duplicates 619 28 052 144 020 18 890 14 319 108
# bug report activities 19 152 1 412 467 1 973 620 923 764 684 988 114 109
# different bug report reporters 3 510 18 836 158 561 11 410 19 707 133
# different bug report activities
authors
1 807 12 356 23 961 6 200 5 890 224
# different bug report status
changers
920 5 225 11 327 2 524 3 550 222
# bug report status changes 8 867 393 430 581 048 251 585 260 634 60 668
# bug report comments 17 900 929 056 1 266 172 568 788 579 747 N/A
# bug report attachments 1 586 89 250 N/A 60 317 53 219 8 606
# commit log revisions
(transactions)
16 546 221 156 655 668 378 284 106 710 24 045
# different developers 75 187 1 503 648 122 51
But does this better linking rate result in a higher false-
positive rate? And what about the false-negatives?
We manually checked our data sets for false positives to see
whether there are numbers that do not represent a bug re-
port link. We achieved a false positive rate for all data sets
that was far below 1%. Thus, our increased linking rate is
not a result of a much higher false positive rate.
Additionally, we checked the data sets for false negatives.
With our restriction of ±7 days for valid bug report links,
we received a false negative rate far below 1% (possible false
negatives are for instance bug report numbers which are
written with separators e.g., “Bug #223’344 fixed” or “Bug
#22 33-44 fixed”).
We concluded therefore, that the extremely low levels of
observed error in our manual examination did not pose a
threat, and so we assumed, for the purposes of our analysis,
that we can virtually find all commit log messages which the
programmers flagged as specific bug fixing tasks.
5. CASE STUDY – RESULTS
The case study compares the projects mentioned above
with regards to process data quality and characteristics based
on our process data measures. The results allow us to better
understand the data and projects for further research and
provide an indication of the characteristics of these projects
and the respecting processes. Hence, the results provide
some indication with respect to the generalizability of find-
ings drawing on process data of one of projects.
Table 4 shows the evaluated process data quality measure
values for all of the chosen projects, whereas Table 5 shows
the characteristics measure values. Please note that all val-
ues are calculated based on the considered time periods only
(see Table 3). The remainder of this section will focus on
some interesting findings with respect to (i) the difference
between OSS and CSS, (ii) bug report links, (iii) the ratio
between bug reporters and developers, (iv) the bug status
changes, and (v) the change log quality and characteristics.
5.1 Open Source vs. Closed Source Data
One of the most interesting parts of our case study is the
comparison of the closed source project data with the data
of the open source projects.
Considering the closed source BSZKB project, there are
some values that stand out: compared to the open source
projects the high values in the “Average commits per bug
report (all bug reports)”, “Average commits per bug report
(only fixed bug reports)”, “Average commits per developer”
and the low value in the “Rate of commit messages with bug
report links (w/o empty)” stand out. In interviews with the
project management at the Zurich Cantonal Bank (ZKB)
we found that end-of-day commits were one reason for these
comparably high values: At ZKB developers usually check-
in their entire work at the end of the day into the repository,
using it, against its intention as a backup system. The small
number of developers in the project BSZKB, which all work
full time on the development of this project, is also a reason
for the very high value in the “Average commits per devel-
oper” (there are only few, but very active developers).
Furthermore, the measures “Average status changes per bug
report”, “Average attachments per bug report” and “Aver-
age bug reports per bug reporter” also have relatively high
values compared to the other projects. The reason lies in
the well defined bug handling process followed within ZKB
that leads to many status changes for each bug report.
The other two values have a similar explanation: Testing at
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Table 4: Evaluated process data quality measures
Quality measure Apache
HTTPD
Eclipse GNOME NetBeans OpenOffice BSZKB
Rate of fixed bug reports
#fixed bug reports / #bug reports
28.80% 52.16% 26.40% 52.41% 38.93% 56.73%
Rate of duplicate bug reports (all bug reports)
#duplicate bug reports / #bug reports
12.39% 13.03% 33.56% 14.82% 16.12% 1.38%
Rate of works-for-me & invalid bug reports (all bug
reports)
#works-for-me & invalid bug reports / #bug reports
34.46% 12.74% 4.32% 12.91% 19.46% 0.09%
Rate of empty commit messages
#empty commit messages / #commit messages
0.02% 20.17% 1.27% 0.50% 0.03% 9.61%
Rate of commit messages with bug report links
(w/o empty)
#commit messages with bug report links / #commit messages
(w/o empty)
4.9% 34.37% 7.73% 12.92% 9.11% 8.61%
Rate of linked bug reports (all bug reports)
#linked bug reports / #bug reports
12.51% 17.24% 10.29% 28.62% 2.89% 21.17%
Rate of linked bug reports (only fixed bug reports)
#linked bug reports / #fixed bug reports
43.43% 33.05% 38.99% 54.60% 7.43% 37.31%
ZKB is performed by few professional users. This is in con-
trast to testing in OSS, where we normally have beta test-
ing users and public test versions with many testers. As a
consequence, every bug reporter within ZKB reports almost
60 bugs containing a rich description of the bug including
screenshots and data files. Hence, every bug report also has
at least one attachment.
In addition, “duplicate”, “works-for-me”and“invalid”bug re-
ports are almost not present in the BSZKB project. There
are two reasons for this: First, the bug tracking database
is not publicly available but only registered test users are
allowed to report bugs. Secondly the testing activities are
quite well-planned and follow defined test steps/cases (in-
cluding test data). Consequently we can summarize, that
the rigorously followed procedures in the CSS are well re-
flected in the process quality measures.
The remaining quality and characteristics measures are in
the same range of the other projects and are discussed be-
low.
5.2 Rate of Linked Bug Reports
Whenever we try to build bug (or defect) prediction mod-
els, one of the most important quality metric is the “Rate
of linked bug reports (only fixed bug reports)”. The values
for our projects are rather sobering: in the best case (when
considering fixed bug reports only), we only have roughly
55% of all bug reports linked in the change log. On average,
these values are even lower.
The poor link rate (in all of our analyzed projects) is a
strong indicator for the missing traceability and justifica-
tion of source code changes.
Additionally, the relatively small sample of the data (all
fixed bugs) might not be representative. It is therefore ques-
tionable if the models and algorithms using this data work
for the real data (e.g., all bugs). In our future work we will
try to further investigate this topic and, additionally, ana-
lyze the change log quality on a general level.
5.3 Ratio between Bug Report(er)s and De-
velopers
An important factor for the efficiency of a developer to
fix a bug is the quality of a bug report. Is all information
available that a developer needs to know? Is the problem
description clear enough? Bettenburg et al. evaluated the
quality of bug reports to answer these among others ques-
tions in [9].
Boosting the quality of bug reports by using a bug tracking
system is, however, only one possibility. The characteristics
measures “Average bug reporters per developer”, “Average
bug reports per developer” and “Average fixed bug reports
per developer” show the relation of bug reports or bug re-
porters and developers. If we only have a small number of
bug reporters per developer, it is quite easy for the devel-
oper to improve the bug report quality: He simply has to
write an email or pick up the phone and tell the bug reporter
how a good bug report should look like. This is a normal
procedure in the closed source project BSZKB, which has
2.61 bug reporters per developer. Therefore, such a brief-
ing is possible to effectively train bug reporters on how to
write good bug reports at more or less reasonable costs. In
contrast, in Eclipse there are more than 100 bug reporters
and more than 600 bug reports per developer. Hence, it is
not feasible to tell every bug reporter how a good bug report
should look like or provide personal feedback. Consequently,
these measures can serve as a proxy of how easy the quality
of bug reports can be handled and improved.
5.4 Bug Report Status Changers
The large number of people which change the status of a
bug report (bug report status changers) in proportion to the
number of developers (especially in Apache HTTPD, Eclipse
and OpenOffice projects) was quite surprising (see measure
“Average number of bug report status changers per devel-
oper”). In the ideal case, a developer fixes a bug and marks
the bug report as fixed. Later, someone re-checks the bug,
and finally, someone closes the bug report. Sometimes, a
bug report has to be reopened. In particular, it is odd to
observe that in the OSS projects the status of a bug changes
very seldomly (about twice) even though the number of sta-
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Table 5: Evaluated process data characteristics measures
Characteristics measure Apache
HTTPD
Eclipse GNOME NetBeans OpenOffice BSZKB
Average status changes per bug report
#bug report status changes / #bug reports
1.77 1.83 1.35 1.97 2.93 7.74
Average comments per bug report
#bug report comments / #bug reports
3.58 4.32 2.95 4.46 6.53 N/A
Average attachments per bug report
#bug report attachments / #bug reports
0.32 0.41 N/A 0.47 0.60 1.10
Average bug reports per bug reporter
#bug reports / #bug reporters
1.42 11.43 2.71 11.17 4.51 58.97
Average length of commit messages (w/o empty)
#sum of message lengths / #commit messages (w/o empty)
102.44 44.52 174.88 59.38 75.65 53.88
Average number of bug report status changers per
developer
#bug report status changers / #developers
12.27 27.94 7.54 3.90 29.10 4.35
Average bug reporters per developer
#bug reporters / #developers
46.80 100.73 105.50 17.61 161.53 2.61
Average bug reports per developer
#bug reports / #developers
66.63 1151.33 285.50 196.64 728.17 153.78
Average fixed bug reports per developer
#fixed bug reports / #developers
19.19 600.58 75.38 103.06 283.49 87.24
Average bug report links per linked bug report
#bug report links / #linked bug reports
1.38 1.73 1.21 1.42 5.22 1.26
Average commits per bug report (all bug reports)
#commits / #bug reports
3.83 6.56 4.60 7.25 7.71 14.55
Average commits per bug report (only fixed bug
reports)
#commits / #fixed bug reports
13.31 12.58 17.42 13.83 19.81 25.65
Average commits per developer
#commits / #developers
5.46 74.99 12.45 80.96 34.76 857.96
tus changes is at least an order of magnitude larger than the
number of developers. Consequently, we hypothesize that in
these projects a large amount of users are allowed to change
a bug report status, which we find slightly problematic.
In the CSS project as well as in NetBeans the number is
much smaller – probably due to a rigorous bug fixing pro-
cedure. Given that the bug fixing process is usually man-
aged using the bug status changes we believe that only a
defined number of trusted users should have the permission
to change the status of a bug report.
5.5 Change Log Quality and Characteristics
Source code changes should be traceable and justified.
This is, however, not an easy task. They are often traceable
with the use of repositories (like CVS or SVN) where infor-
mation about the date, time, author, and the changed con-
tent is stored. The rationale or justification for the changes
is often difficult to reconstruct due to a missing or incon-
clusive statement in the change log. In the Eclipse project,
e.g., more than 20% of all commit messages are empty (see
measure “Rate of empty commit messages”).
On the other hand, we only have roughly 55% of all bug
reports linked in the change log (see Section 5.2). Accord-
ing to [18], every commit should include a statement about
change rationale. Possible categories could be:
• Implementing a new (requested) feature
• Fixing a bug
• Refactoring tasks
Newly added features could be substantiated by a link to a
feature or project database. The same should be done for
bug fixing commits. For refactoring tasks there should be
at least a statement of what was refactored and why.
With these practices we would have justified source code
changes and, probably, an end up in an improved bug re-
port link rate quality. Modern repository systems like Jazz
or Telelogic Synergy enforce rationale capture by allowing
commits only in combination with a developer task (such as
a bug fix or a new feature task). Lastly, future regulations
(or operating procedures) will dictate whether and in which
form source code changes will have to be traceable and jus-
tified (which is already a standard in other areas of data
processing), if maybe restricted to CSS.
It is, however, easy to demand for proper and well-linked
data. The process data stored in bug tracking databases and
version control systems is mainly valuable due to its history.
Unfortunately, we can not change the data history and even
if every commit would have a statement to the change in
future, it will take months to years to have a data history
comparable to now (many years; see Table 3). Therefore,
we will intensify our future work in this area to deal with a
given amount of quality in the software process data.
6. RELATEDWORK
While a lot of related literature concentrates on source
code and software quality, only a few publications cover the
quality of the software engineering process data such as de-
fect reports and commit logs. Chen et al. [12] studied the
change logs of three OSS projects and analyzed the quality
of these log files. First analysis of bug report quality were
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done by Bettenburg et al. [8, 9]. They investigated the
attributes of a good bug report surveying developers and
used it to develop a computational model of a bug report
quality. The resulting model allows to display the current
quality of a defect report whilst typing. Hooimeijer et al.
[15] also analyzed the quality of defect reports and tried to
predict whether the defect report will be closed within a
given amount of time.
Antoniol et al. investigated in [1] whether the text of the
issues posted in bug tracking systems is enough to classify
them into corrective maintenance and other kinds of activi-
ties. For that reason, they used decision trees, naive Bayes
classifiers, and logistic regression to accurately distinguish
bugs from other kinds of issues. Based on empirical stud-
ies performed on issues for Mozilla, Eclipse, and JBoss they
showed that issues can be classified with between 77% and
82% of correct decisions.
A good source for quality and project characteristics mea-
sures is provided in the book “Metrics and Models in Soft-
ware Quality Engineering”of Stephen H. Kan [17]. However,
the author does not seem to provide much information about
process data quality and uses mostly simple and well known
characteristics measures such as lines of code (LOC).
Comparisons between OSS and CSS have been conducted
by Paulson et al. [24] and Yu et al. [27]. Paulson et al.
hypothesized that OSS has a higher quality and provided
five hypothesis, which were analyzed with the data from
three projects – both OSS and CSS. The conclusion was
that OSS projects foster more creativity and CSS projects
are generally less defective since defects are found and fixed
more rapidly. On the other hand, Yu et al. analyzed the
average fault (defect) hidden time, average fault pending
time, and average fault correction time in CSS projects and
OSS projects with the conclusion that defects are fixed more
rapidly in OSS projects.
Aranda and Venolia analyzed in [3] the coordination activi-
ties around bug fixing and found in its field study that the
histories of even simple bugs are strongly dependent on so-
cial, organizational, and technical knowledge that cannot be
solely extracted through the automated analysis of software
repositories.
7. FUTUREWORK
Our work is the first step towards a systematic investiga-
tion of software process data quality and characteristics. In
order to apply our findings in the future we intend to in-
vestigate what factors influence bad software process qual-
ity data and whether the data contains any systematic bias
(see [4]). In this context it would be interesting to evaluate
whether project characteristics influence the process quality
(measured by quality measures).
Also, we would like to see if there is any correlation (or
even causal relationship) between process data quality and
product quality such as defects. Is there a correlation (possi-
bly time shifted) between a given amount of process quality
and the product quality measured by the number of defects?
One hypothesis could be that when the process data quality
drops then the product quality decreases (possibly with a
delay) as well. One explanation for this hypothesis might
be that the data quality decreases because the developers
become slovenly and, therefore, create more bugs.
Furthermore, we plan to extend our case study with more
closed source process data to get a more comprehensive view
on the data quality of such closed source projects.
8. CONCLUSION
In the first part of this paper we presented our data quality
and characteristics measures for software engineering pro-
cesses that allowed us to compare different projects on the
level of process data quality and characteristics. Every mea-
sure was described in detail.
Later we shortly presented our approach for data prepara-
tion and introduced the five open source projects and one
closed source project that served as a basis for our case
study.
In our case study, we could successfully show some major dif-
ferences between open source project data and closed source
data based on our five OSS projects and one CSS project.
We also showed how badly bug reports are linked to com-
mits. Furthermore, based on our findings, we hypothesized
how the bug report quality can be influenced by the develop-
ers and how the bug fixing process could be designed more
efficiently. At the end of our case study we discussed the
problem of untraceable source code changes due to empty
messages or missing bug report links.
In summary, we detected different influencing factors on
data quality, found that quality differs from project to pro-
ject, and that both OSS and CSS are subject to quality
issues. In contradiction to our original assumption our CSS
did not uniformly have a better data quality. Thus, differen-
tiating between OSS and CSS solely on the basis of process
data quality measures would be a difficult task.
With our characteristics measures we are able to character-
ize a project based on data properties. In our case study,
we showed that the projects vary in the nature of the pro-
cess data. Therefore, these measures allow, for instance,
a project specific parameterization of future algorithms to
take the characteristics of process data (and therefore the
characteristics of software project) into account.
Most importantly, we believe that our systematic investi-
gation of software process data quality and characteristics
measures provided a basis for others to draw upon and high-
lighted the consequences other projects might have when
relying on software process data.
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